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Abstract— Abstract- Cloud computing provides insight to
various aspects of business world and its ability to provide there
exists a security threat, concern of data loss and data integrity
and so these cheap and on demand network access and
availability from any part of the world is what has led to its
growth in a drastic way. Since the cloud services are available to
everyone via internet connection become various aspects of
concerns. We aim to focus on the security threats, privacy
prevention and data privacy of the user. As all the confidential
data is stored on the remote cloud servers hence the cloud
service provider should maintain his trust from the client side
.Although various steps have been taken and encryptions are
used for data security still there are loopholes left which needs
to be focused upon. Cloud computing relies on sharing of data,
software and software based services. The few services offered
by cloud include Infrastructure as- a- service (Iaas), Software
as-a-service (Saas) and Platform as-a-service (Paas). We will get
to know about how encryption works between the
communication channels and an insight of cryptography model.
We aim to focus on security of the cloud.

encryption, whether they have a backup of users data or not
[2].
These factors lead to security concerns. Lack of security is
the only hurdle in wide adoption of cloud computing and as
the cloud is public in nature mostly various security issues
arises. Few of the concerns are how the end users of cloud
computing know that their information is not having any
availability and security issues? Every one poses, Is their
information secure[2]? .

II. DEPLOYMENT MODELS
The cloud has been defined and divided according to the
characteristics they posses and kind of service they provide.
They are classified as-
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I. INTRODUCTION
Just as the word refers to Cloud means, the availability of
the things anywhere and everywhere the same thing implies to
the cloud we use in the Computer Science. The huge data
centers of various companies are perfect examples of cloud
computing such as Google drive, I Cloud and various others.
There is no need of installing and maintaining the new
hardware’s as the maintenance is done by the service provider
[1]. The cloud systems are blend of the virtualization and
automation for creating an easy-to-consumer data center
infrastructure service. The virtual hosting and cloud storage is
being provided by cloud vendor. This is a basic model of
public cloud.
The idea of using cloud reduces the hardware installation
cost and maintenance describing is quality of being very cost
effective. The on demand service is highly appreciated as it is
scalable and the user pays for what he/she uses. Cloud refers
to the on demand service access and the scalable property
makes it more convenient for the users as they need not worry
if they consumed their usage they still can access by paying
extra. Since the user does not know where the data is stored
and how the data is processed such as stored in which type of

Fig 1.Cloud Storage
A.PUBLIC CLOUD
This type of cloud is Open source and has the most security
concerns because the services are being accessed by the
people who don’t have in depth knowledge about security.
The data is created and stored on the third party servers. Public
clouds have various advantages such as easy data access and
its 24hours data availability. There is no need for the user to
pay for the services used and the public clouds are scalable

and flexible to a great extent [4]. These clouds have few
disadvantages which include data integrity and security
threats are main concerns. They have lifted scope and the user
cannot exceed the given accessibility permissions defined for
public clouds [5].
B.PRIVATE CLOUD
The private clouds have same architecture as that of the
public cloud but they both have different technical points.
These clouds have a business point of view and provide
solution to the corporate or the individuals who purchase their
services. These clouds have high customization facility
available for their users and they have high level of security
as they have paid service. The private cloud gives more
access permissions to the users [6].
C.HYBRID CLOUD
The hybrid clouds use concepts of combining both the public
and private clouds. It consists least a combination of one
public and one private cloud which is used in this
communication. Since a combination of clouds is used for
data transfer and storage these clouds are more vulnerable to
security threats and data security is an issue, as the
communication should be seamless [7][8].
D.COMMUNITY CLOUD
These clouds are based on the interconnectivity between the
private clouds. These clouds are built and operated
specifically for a targeted group with aim of performing
specific task [8]. These communities have similar cloud
requirements and they aim to achieve their business
objectives. This type of cloud service model provides a cloud
computing solution to a limited number of individuals or
organizations that is governed, managed and secured
commonly by all the participating organizations or a third
party managed service provider.
III. SERVICES
In this section we shall discuss about various services of
cloud. The cloud with its various advantages offers services
which make it more suitable for meeting industrial
needs[9][10].

Fig 2.Services of Cloud [8]
Iaas - The term Iaas stands for Infrastructure as a service. It
provides virtual environment where the services has no need
of buying the hardware and maintaining it. Here a cloud
provider hosts the infrastructure components traditionally
present in an on-premises data center, including servers,
storage and networking hardware, as well as the virtualization
or hypervisor layer[11].
Saas- This service mainly focuses on the developers and
programmers. This service provides on demand computing
and software delivery models [12].The provider gives
customer the single copy of the software.
Paas-Platform as a service (Paas) is a cloud computing model
in which a third-party provider delivers hardware and
software tools -- usually those needed for application
development -- to users over the internet [13].
IV. SECURTY CONCERNS RELATED TO CLOUD
After seeing all the services and deployment models the main
question comes are we safe? Is our data safely stored and
encrypted? Is there any breach of data? These questions give
rise and attract our interests on the security issue being faced
in the cloud industry [13][14]. Here is a small discussion on
it.

Data Integrity
It is the most crucial point in the information system. Data
integrity means protecting data from outside sources and
unauthorized modifications [14]. The vendor is responsible
to keep the data safe and intact so that the communication
between the users is not interfered. We could deploy various
security measures to prevent the integrity of the data as it
builds the trust of the client [15]. In cloud computing a real
concern is whether the data transferred to the end user is

tampered or not or whether it has been changed by any
external means[16]. If the data has been tampered or changed
in between the communication then a higher level of security
must be implemented and the data should be recovered.
Hence for the vendor it is really a challenge to send data in an
unharmed way.

Data Availability
The main purpose of the cloud is to provide easy access of
data to the cloud users. The all time availability of the data
should be provided to the user. The cloud companies should
have the capability to provide the information in an easy
accessible way. Users should be made aware as where their
data is stored this increases the trust level of user [17]. The
cloud vendor should make the client aware of the data safety
and jurisdiction of the local laws. Since the data is to be
available to hence it should be stored in proper databases and
data centers should work with good interconnectivity. Hence
the storage should be on reliable devices.

Data storage
The data should be stored in the cloud servers with proper
security and proper hardware’s should be deployed for this
purpose. The storage type can be physical servers with data
being stored at multiple locations where the physical
environment is provided by the proper companies. The data
may be stored via distributed resources but still acts as one
this is the main advantage of the cloud storage. Various copies
of the data are also made up through servers and storage
hardware’s. By sharing storage and networks with many other
users/customers it is possible for and sometimes because of
criminal intent. Encryption should be applied at all the
storage other customers to access your data [18][19].
Sometimes because of wrong actions, faulty equipment, a bug
levels to ensure proper security.

Fig3. Process of Encryption and Decryption
3) ENCRYPTION
The way of encoding the plain text into such a form that only
the people who have authority to access can only understand
it. The encryption is done with the help of an encryption
algorithm depending upon the complexity of the problem the
algorithm is deployed [17]. The hierarchy goes in this way:
plain text which is encrypted using an encryption algorithm –
a cipher – generates a cipher text that can be read only if
decrypted in proper format. An authorized recipient can
easily decrypt the message key provided by the developer
hence restricting the access of the unauthorized user. This
argument gives rise to 2 major forms of key encryption
algorithm:
1.
2.

Symmetric Key algorithm
Asymmetric key algorithm

SYMMETRIC ALGORITHM
1) PREVENTION
In this article we shall discuss on the encryption and
decryption based protection of data. How the RSA algorithm
works.
2) CRYPTOGRAPHY
The act of doing secure communication in the presence of
third party in such a way that the data is not breached. The
cryptography gives rise to encryption and then secure
communication is done over the network. The diagram
depicts use of two keys in asymmetric encryption.

In this type of algorithm a single cryptographic keys are used
for encrypting a plain text and decrypting of cipher text. The
keys may be same or have slight difference going between
the two keys. The key may be shared between multiple users
as this type of encryption is used for the services provided by
public cloud. Since the public cloud has a huge user base as
compared to any other form of the cloud so it is not possible
to generate a new key every time though the data of the user
is secured[19].
ASYMMETRIC ALGORITHM
This algorithm uses a pair of shared key for encrypting and
decrypting over the cloud network. Here the role of 2 keys
comes into play. RSA key encryption is categorized under
asymmetric key encryption which we will discuss.

RSA Algorithm
This algorithm is used for public-key cryptography in
asymmetric algorithm. It involves a pair of public key and a
private key [19]. The public key encrypts messages and is
common to all. Messages encrypted with the use of public
key can be decrypted only by using the private key. In
this verification process, the server implements public key
authentication by using a unique digital signature with its
private key [20]. The signature is then returned to the client.
Then it verifies using the server’s known public key.

Fig4.RSA Algorithm [20]
The idea of RSA is based on the fact that it is difficult to
factorize a large integer. The public key consists of two
prime numbers. And private key is also derived from the
same two prime numbers. So if somebody can factorize the
large number, the private key is compromised. Therefore
encryption strength totally lies on the key size and if we
double or triple the key size, the strength of encryption
increases exponentially. RSA keys can be typically 1024 or
2048 bits long, but experts believe that 1024 bit keys could

be broken in the near future. But till now it seems to be an
infeasible task.

V. RESULT
With increasing number of cloud users everyday more and
more amount of data is being transferred over internet giving
rise to the security concerns. Hence in this paper we discussed
some of the data threats and how to deal with them. We
briefed about how data can be compromised.
Various schemes have been discussed for preventing the data
against cyber attacks which costs heavy losses to the
corporations. Cloud user base works on trust between the two
parties and breach of data is responsibility of both the sides.
Using RSA algorithm which is based on public key
cryptography throws some light on how data is handled. Data
stored in huge servers works on virtualization techniques and
is available in form of various kinds of cloud services. On the
other hand cloud computing has really made data storage and
handling easy and convenient through virtualization.

VI.FUTURE WORK AND SCOPE
In digital world cloud provides interconnectivity between
various organizations and corporate areas. And data is stored
in local storage for security reasons. All companies are build
on trust hence security is a major requirement in cloud
computing and is a key are of concern. There are a various
techniques which are being implemented for cloud security
[20]. The future scope of cloud computing will have a
combination of cloud based software products and on
premises compute to create a hybrid IT solution in attempt to
maintain balance of the scalability and flexibility associated
with cloud and the security and control of a private data
center. We should aim at developing more encrypted cloud
security algorithms which should protect data when the data
is not user’s control. But we should also focus on the fast
recovery of data if in case the data is tampered or the server
crashes. Better versions of existing encryption techniques
need to implemented such as that of RSA, DES, and AES.
VII.CONCLUSION

Fig5.A simplified RSA [20]

Cloud computing is an emerging field in terms of next
generation of IT technology. The only main issue faced by
cloud is that of security and data breach. The real benefit is
no maintenance of hardware is to be done and cost
effectiveness [20]. No organizations would like to provide
their information to the cloud database until the trust is built
between the cloud service providers and consumers. Various
research works have proposed techniques for data protection
so as to attain highest level of data security in the cloud. This
paper has surveyed various techniques about data security
and privacy, focusing on the data storage and Use in the
cloud. In situations where there is something relatively
commoditized like storage as a service, they can be used
interchangeably. This solves the issue of what to do if a Cloud
Provider becomes unreliable or goes down and means the
organization can spread the usage across different providers.
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